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Our Goals

£180 million funding from the Aberdeen City Region Deal

Inspire Inspire a culture of innovation 
and transformation

Anchor Anchor the supply chain 
in North East Scotland

Unlock Unlock the full potential of 
the UK Continental Shelf



Technology Vision

Transforming the industry for the low carbon future 

Fix today Maximise recovery Transform tomorrow
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How We
Work

Action through 
technology roadmaps to 
achieve MER UK 
and grow the 
supply chain

Projects that move the 
dial on key challenges 
and opportunities
across the UKCS 
and beyond

Industry, governments, 
regulators and academia 
to drive technology 
investment  
and deployment

Driving Delivering Connecting

Partnering with industry, government and academia



Our Track Record

Delivering strong results
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Digital landscaping Study - context

Focus on topsides equipment and associated systems

• In 2016 production efficiency across UKCS averaged 73% ( increased 
to 74% in 2017)  with production losses at 210 mmboe and plant 
losses estimated as 60% of that total loss.

• It was recognised that oil and gas industry was slow to adopt digital 
technologies for improved understanding and increasing production

• It was considered that there was a lack of clarity around the extent of 
application of digital technology and data science



Digital Landscaping Study - scope 

Focus on topsides equipment and associated systems

Investigate current use 
of digital technology in 
supporting production

Identify best practice, 
gaps, blockers and 

barriers

Identify opportunities 
and provide 

recommendations to 
close the gap



Focus on topsides equipment and associated systems

Digital Landscaping Study - Methodology

• Structured questionnaire to 
Operators and Vendors

• Follow up interviews

• Workshops

• Report and recommendations
–Success case studies including 

from other industries

30 +
Operators and 

Technology 
providers
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Industry Average – green line; Exemplar – purple line

Digital Landscaping Study - Maturity



Industry has the infrastructure to capture data

Digital Landscaping Study – Survey findings



Capability is largely available but the industry needs to adopt it

Sector

Barriers

Technology

Substantial opportunity for the industry to exploit data analytics technologies to unlock the full 
potential of the basin and significantly contribute to MER objectives. 
The size of the prize is estimated to be worth in excess of $2 billion each year. 

The sensors & infrastructure generally available.  Making data available is a challenge. Leaders 
have already started to use data analytics technologies with demonstrable success and value 
creation. 

There is a perceived high cost of implementation and service provision and unproven benefits.  
A risk-averse culture with many operators appear to be focussing on further reducing 
operational costs, with less attention on increasing production.  Challenging to change current 
operational processes

Digital Landscaping Study - Conclusions



Capability is largely available but the industry needs to adopt it

Industry Actions

Maturity Model

Technology Plans

Leverage an industry forum (such as, for instance, the PETF) to create an open environment to:  
Facilitate enable learning from each other, share knowledge, success stories and facilitate 
closer collaboration with supply chain

The OGA to engage UKCS operators on plans to adopt (advanced) data analytics as part of their 
asset management technologies and methods 

Issue the industry with a shared methodology for assessing the maturity of data analytics 
technology in use. To be used for a regular assessment across the sector in order to gauge the 
progress of with digital technology adoption

Digital Landscaping Study - Recommendations



Industry Insights – Facilities Management

Enough Focus on Data Analytics?
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What is Data Analytics?



Descriptive Analytics?

PowerB
I

Tableau 
Qlik

• Data extraction
• Data mining
• Data cleansing
• Data aggregation
• Align to use case

Storytelling

Insight and analysis into ‘What has happened?’ 



Diagnostic Analytics

PowerB
I

Tableau 
Qlik

Insight and analysis into ‘Why did it happen?’ 



Predictive Analytics

PowerB
I

Tableau 
Qlik

Insight and analysis into ‘What may happen’ 



Prescriptive Analytics

PowerB
I

Tableau 
Qlik

Insight and analysis into ‘How do I influence the result’ 



So where do we start? 
We change our mindset

• Stop starting with what we do to data
– Clean, quality check, store, control, protect

• Start with what we do with data
– Business priorities

– Reduce deferments, reduce risk, etc.

– Start with the answers you need/want 



Data Innovation
Platform for experimenting with data 

Experimentation must be quick, cheap and not impact operations

Data 
stores

Data 
stores

Data 
stores

Dev Ops

Cloud

Data Science

Platforms & API 

Agile workbench 

Foundation – Making 
data infrastructure 

available

Platform – Making 
data available by 
building a solid base

Data Scientist

Data
Engineer

Domain  
Expertise

Data Science – explore 
scenarios and answer 
questions 
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Major Project Delivery
Some Challenges  

OGA Study

58 projects delivered 2011-2016
• 50% failed to deliver to FDP
• 75% delivered late
• Average of 35% over budget



OGTC Project Data analytics
Data Trust - Study

The ability to begin to avoid the avoidable and improve certainty of outcomes

Oil & Gas – Create a data trust

Use analytics to move the dial 

Populate the data trust

Create a data trust that enables  the industry to be comfortable to share project data.  Working 
on the  legal  and governance framework - based on the ODI work 

Populate the project analytics data trust to enable organisations working to pool data within a 
secure environment,  to test the technical capability

The project data trust has the potential to drive £millions in value across the Industry through 
improved ability to predict project outcomes and prioritise interventions. The data provides 
the ‘outside view’ that has the potential to transform how we deliver projects and initiate a 
chain reaction into other sectors



Work
With us

Together we can 
transform the 

future


